Thesis Submission Procedure for Ph.D students:


2. Email soft copy of the synopsis & thesis in separate pdf files through institute E mail account on following E mail ID:
   phd1@iitk.ac.in (for PHY, CHM, MTH, HSS & BSBE)
   phd2@iitk.ac.in (for remaining departments)

3. Things to be submitted in DOAA Office during thesis submission:
   a. Hard copies of thesis depending upon the number of thesis supervisors.
      *(Example: In case of 1 Supervisor, 4 copies to be submitted. In case of 2 supervisors, 5 copies to be submitted & so on.)*
   b. Thesis submission fee receipt of Rs **2000/-**
      *(The receipt received from accounts section after fee payment)*

Important Notes:

1. The size of the thesis (in pdf format) should preferably not exceed **12 MB**.

2. The processing of thesis will start **ONLY** after receiving the soft copy as well as the hard copy of the thesis & synopsis.

Signed, 15-03-17
Dean, Academic Affairs